one employee in 1881. Originally there was a retort house
and a gasholder on the east side of the road; by 1904 there
was a second gasholder on the west side of the road and the
original holder had gone by 1930. The only gasworks in Somerset to be transferred to the Southern Gas Board on nationalisation in 1949. Some of the buildings survive including
what appears to be part of the retort house.
6. Silas Dyke’s leather dressing works and tannery. This
area, each side of the River Gascoigne, became the main
area of tanneries and glove works in the village and involved
both of the main companies. Between 1671 and 1782 there
were 21 tanners, fellmongers and curriers recorded in Milborne Port so there was a tradition of working in skins and
leather before gloving first arrived in 1810. By 1827 there
were four glove factories; in 1871 there were three glove factories employing over 4000 people – many of them outworkers in adjacent towns and villages. Eventually there were
two main firms Ensors and Dykes.
Silas Dyke started in 1837 in Brook Street. By 1851 he was in
Church Street. In 1858 he bought a house in Kingsbury and
started a tannery and leather dressing works on the west side
of the river; the adjacent houses which still stand became the
offices (LII). By 1871 glove making was being carried out in a
new factory in North Street (site 14), but the site on the west
bank of the River Gascoigne remained Dyke’s main leather
preparation area. It was extended over the years and eventually had a steam engine and chimney. Dyke’s were sold to
the Glove Corporation in 1976 and the factory closed in 1984;
the tannery business continued, however, until the 1990s, as
J Clark & Sons. The premises are now occupied by the Stalbridge Laundry and the site has mostly been redeveloped but
some of the old buildings remain around the perimeter.
Turn left into West Hill

3. Malthouse site. Further north there was a malthouse
which was unoccupied in 1839. Present buildings in the same
area do not have the same footprint and are unlikely to be the
same building. Retrace your steps to
4. Bridges over the River Gascoigne. The roadbridge over
the river dates from 1856 (Listed Grade II). The very attractive, but undateable, stone clapper foot-bridge (LII) has a ford
alongside . The second mill in the manor of Kingsbury was
supposedly here at Court Lane End – although there is little
fall on the river at this point.
Continue south along Higher Kingsbury
5. Gasworks. Built by the Milborne Port Gas Company in
1856 and closed in 1957. According to the census there was

7. Ensor’s leather dressing and glove factories, West Hill.
On the east bank of the River Gascoigne, opposite the premises of Dyke’s above. The site had originally been a waterpowered flax mill and was the location of the first glove factory in Milborne Port in 1810 when it was used by Henning.
Edward Ensor started gloving at Cross House (site 14) in
1820 and by 1840 had three premises, including this site in
West Hill which he bought from Henning and Wilmington.
From the 1850s all production was centred here and the site
was gradually extended to cover nearly all the plot and included the large 4-storey building known as Reynolds Loft. By
1854 the firm had become Thomas Ensor & Son although it
was owned by the gloving firm Southcombes of Tintinhull
from 1899. By 1871 the firm was employing 243 men, 48
boys and 2228 women (mostly outworkers). The premises
were steam powered and new boilers and a chimney were
installed in 1938, by WWII the site had extended west of the
river. The firm closed in 1969. The site was cleared in 2005

and redeveloped for housing. Apart from the site itself nothing
visible remains of its gloving history other than a footbridge
over the river.
8. Knapp and Gunville. There was flax weaving in the area
around Knapp in the 18th century. A smithy in Lower Gunville
is denoted by the house name.. There is a public water spout
at the junction of Lower and Upper Gunville.
At the end of Lower Gunville turn left
9. Sansome’s Hill. The hill down to the bridge used to be
much steeper. On the west side of the bridge is Sherborne
House where there was flax weaving in the 18C and a glove
factory in the late 19C. Mark Minchington took over the old
flax weaving sheds and in 1871 he employed 38 men, 4 boys
and 426 women. The factory closed in 1875 and there is
nothing to be seen now. South of the bridge, where there is a
modern house, was Thomas Ensor’s second factory. Again, it
was probably an old flax mill site. In 1839 it was occupied by
Thomas Ensor and described as glove factory and yard.
10. Bathwell Bridge and Mill. Along Bathwell Lane the parish church, probably a Saxon Minster, is on the left. South of
the church Canon Court used to be a farm but in the 18C
there were flax looms in the barns. The Bath Well after which
Bathwell Bridge is named is no longer to be seen but the
large flat area to the west of the bridge is the drained millpond
of a mill. It was a medieval mill, recorded in 1250, and known
as Mearing’s Mill by 1606. Between 1824 and c.1839 it was a
sailcloth factory, employing 14 hands and in 1839 was occupied by Caleb Barrett. By the mid 19C the mill had been demolished, the pond drained, only the site remains.
Turn left along the footpath before the bridge
11. Brook Street. From the footpath alongside the river the
rear of houses and buildings in Brook Street can be seen.
One of these was Silas Dyke’s
first gloving workshop of 1837
and recorded as such in the
tithe apportionment of 1839. He
moved to the corner of Church
Street and South Street in
1851. Continue up the footpath
to High St and on the right hand
side can be glimpsed the rear
of the former Independent
Chapel which is now an organ
school and museum.
12. High Street. Just before
High Street there is a double
fives wall or ball court. Fives
Silas Dyke’s first workshop
is the left gable

The double
fives court
off
High
Street

The
glove
factory
of Silas
Dyke

An industrial archaeological trail
The Industrial Revolution turned Britain into a manufacturing
country and affected virtually every location, even a rural area
like Somerset. That process is still visible in the buildings,
landscape and infrastructure that industrialisation left behind.
This series of leaflets aims to show these effects on the
towns and villages of the County.

was a popular game in the 18C and 19C and Wessex Fives,
the form of the game played in Somerset, originated when
men and boys used the buttresses and walls of a church and
hit the ball with their hands against the walls. Due to opposition from church authorities purpose built courts or walls were
built. These were often at pubs and inns to provide refreshment and opportunities for gambling on results. Very few public fives walls survive outside Somerset but there at least
seven surviving within the county – early examples of the
industrial archaeology of the leisure industry. The one in Milborne Port is unique in being a double wall and having been
built by the patronage of Sir W C Medlycott rather than
through commercial interests.
Further east along High St is the Guildhall of 1535 which had
a lock-up created in part of it in 1854.

1903. In 1871 it employed 1198 people, many of them outworkers; in the 1920s there was a workforce of 350 on site
plus outworkers. In later years they made mostly sporting
gloves until the factory closed in 1984. The rear part of the
site has been redeveloped but the three storey factory with
arch onto North Street survives and is now a vets.
15. Wesleyan Methodist Chapel, Coldharbour. Continue
up Station Road, the old Methodist Chapel of 1866, now flats,
is in Coldharbour, on the left. The industrial significance of
this is that the architect was Alexander Lauder of Barnstaple.
Lauder also owned a pottery in Barnstaple and later bought
the Marland Brick & Tile works in the 1880s – the distinctive
cream coloured bricks that can be seen all over north Devon.
Return to the village hall car park (at 1) by continuing up Station Road and turning right.

13. Market Place & Town Hall. The town hall was originally
an 18C market hall with open arches beneath. The market
place beyond had a weighing machine in the 19C. The main
A30 road was part of the 1753 Sherborne & Shaftesbury
Turnpike Trust; east of the town it followed the old road up
and over the hill (still marked on maps as The Old Road) until
a new road was built in 1823 that avoided the hill. The road
north (North St/Station Rd) was turnpiked as part of the 1756
Wincanton Trust but was disturnpiked in 1798 in favour of a
more direct road from Wincanton to Sherborne.
In South St there is the ornate Gatehouse to Ven House on
the east side. Further down Silas Dyke had his second glove
making workshop; John Pitman had a glove factory in 1833;
Joseph Pitman had a paper box factory making glove packaging – but there is no surviving evidence of any of these.
14. North Street. Behind Cross House old flax weaving
sheds were taken over by Edward Ensor for glovemaking in
1820. He pulled them down in the late 1820s and built a new
factory; he was still there in 1839 but from the 1850s all production was concentrated on West Hill (7 above). There was
another glove factory of Stagg-Trott, where the social club
now is, which closed in 1912.
Slightly further north, on the east side of the road, is the three
storey glove factory of Silas Dyke which was started in 1871.
It was gradually expanded but was substantially complete by
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16. Milborne Wick. As an optional extra you could explore
Milborne Wick by continuing up Station Rd.
On the way the station is passed at ST 675208. This was
opened in 1860, on the London & South Western Railway
main line to Exeter, and closed in 1966.
In Milborne Wick itself there is a readily visible farm undershot waterwheel at Manor Farm. Just to the west was Wick
Mill with an internal wheel. There was a mill here by 1320. In
the 17C there was a fulling mill at Wick and in the 18C John
Dyer had a clothing mill here. Later it was run by the Coomb’s
family as a grain or flour mill, but was disused by 1924. The
present building is 19C and is in residential use.
Opposite is a small pump-house developed by Wincanton
RDC, around 1905, as part of a system for water supply to
the area which included a number of covered reservoirs and
pumping stations. The pump-house is now disused but the
pump survives and can be seen through the window
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Introduction
Milborne Port is nowadays a large village with a population of
around 2800 but was formerly much more important. It was a
Royal Borough in Saxon times with a mint and at Domesday
it had a market, six mills, and 67 burgesses – which made it
one of the largest towns in Somerset. Its name is a combination of millstream (Milborne) and market (Port). It was a classic ‘rotten borough’ until the Reform Act of 1832.
From medieval times wool was important and probably some
of the Domesday mills became fulling mills. During the 18C
hosiery became significant as did flax industries. From 1810
gloving arrived and became the dominant industry within a
few years. Each of these will be described further at individual
sites.
The parish is quite large and includes the hamlet of Milborne
Wick, about 1½ miles to the north. The railway bypassed the
village but it did have a station, also about 1½ miles to the
north. The population reached a maximum in 1831 but, unlike
purely rural settlements, did not markedly fall away during the
later 19C. In the 1881 census the main occupations were
gloving and currying which together employed nearly 500
people. By contrast agriculture employed 103.
Sites are identified by numbers on the map; the suggested
start is the Village Hall car park (1). Take the footpath opposite the hall, turn right into Station Rd, go down a footpath on
the left, over the bridge, and turn right to look across the river
2. Kingsbury Mill, Kingsbury Regis. Kingsbury was once a
Royal Manor (hence the Regis). Kingsbury Mill was on the
east side of the River Gascoigne served by a leat off the river
and a millpond that has now disappeared. It was probably
one of the Domesday mills but the first records of the mill
date from 1212. It was a manorial grain mill; by the early 18C
there were two mills in the manor (see below). Kingsbury mill
was run by the Shepherd family from before 1760 to c. 1839.
From the 1840s to the 1920s it was the Luffman family who
were millers and bakers. It was disused by 1928 and has
since been converted and the leat filled in, although the long
two-storey building still has the clear look of a mill and millhouse.

